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VISION STATEMENT
Social sensing techniques were designed for analyzing
unreliable data [1], but not explicitly built for adversarial
generated and manipulated data. The adversarial use of social
media to spread deceptive or misleading information poses a
social, economic, and political threat [2]. Deceptive
information spreads quickly and inexpensively online relative
to traditional methods of dissemination (e.g., print, radio, and
television). For example, bots (i.e., dedicated software for
sharing text information [3]) can distribute information faster
than humans. Such deceptive information is commonly
referred to as fake (fabricated) news, which can be a form of
propaganda (i.e., manipulation to advance a particular view or
agenda). Information spread is particularly effective if the
content resonates with the preconceptions and biases of social
groups or communities because the spread will be reinforced
by implied trust in information coming from other members
(echo chambers and filter bubbles) [4].

Fig. Stills from the output of machine-synthesized video and audio of former
U.S. President Obama. Source: Fig 1. in [6]. Link to the fake Obama video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yq67CjDqvw

Mitigating the threats for these new forms of deception
requires developing social sensing techniques for adversarial
visual and auditory content, including methods for detection of
manipulation/generation as well as fusion and provenance.
Combining computational social sensing with human
judgments may be more effective than either alone. Humans
can provide insights that are not captured computationally
(e.g., the context and meaning of information) and vice-versa.
Unchecked propaganda, in fake news and other forms, has the
potential to undermine public confidence in institutions,
including governments, and democracy itself [8].
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